
FIR No. 140/19
PS South Campus

State Vs. Nakul Ahluwalia

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Ld. proxy counsel for applicant/accused through phone.

It is submitted by ld. proxy counsel for applicant/accused that

main counsel is not available today and sought an adjournment.

Heard.

Be put up on 22.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 413/20
PS Vasant Kunj South

Vehicle No. HR38T3822

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply  to  the  application  for  release  of  vehicle  bearing

registration no. HR38T3822 on superdari received.  However, perusal of the

papers reveals that the application for release of  aforesaid record is not

traceable on record.

Ahlmad is directed to trace out the said application and place

the same on record on 26.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



E-FIR Nos. 10701/20 and 10883/20
PS Chanakya Puri

State Vs. Sumit Kumar

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Asheesh Raizada, ld. counsel for applicant through phone.

Reply has been received from SI Kuldeep Yadav, PS Chanakya

Puri, wherein it is stated that the reply to the bail application of accused may

be sought from PS South Campus.

It appears that SI Kuldeep Yadav has not even gone through

the application and has mechanically filed his reply since the application in

hand is not for bail, but is for seizing the CCTV footage installed at the main

gate of PS Chanakya Puri of the date 13.06.2020 from 1.00 pm to 2.00 pm.

In these circumstances,  let  an explanation be called from SI

Kuldeep Yadav through the SHO concerned as to why necessary action be

not taken against him for not sending appropriate reply.

Meanwhile, let reply to the application in hand be called afresh

from the SHO concerned, returnable for 20.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 278/20
PS Kishangarh

Vehicle No. DL9CAM4805

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply  received  from  IO.   It  is  stated  therein  that  since  the

insurance documents  were  not  produced  by  the  driver  of  the  vehicle  in

question, therefore, its valuation report cold not be prepared.

In these circumstances, the applicant is directed to produce the

insurance documents of vehicle in question on 26.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 226/20
PS Inder Puri

Vehicle No. DL10CL5698
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM on an application for

release of vehicle on superdari.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Pitambar Kumar, ld. counsel for applicant.

Reply received.

Submission heard.  Papers perused.

Let  the  vehicle  bearing  no.  DL10CL5698  be released to  the

registered owner on furnishing of superdarinama for a sum of Rs.10 lacs to

the satisfaction of the concerned IO/SHO.

Registered  owner  is  directed  not  to  sell  the  vehicle  without

permission of the Court and produce the same as and when required by the

Court.  He is also directed not to change the colour & shape of the vehicle.

IO/SHO is hereby directed to release the vehicle after verification of the RC.

IO/SHO  is  also  directed  to  get  the  vehicle  photographed  from  different

angles at the expenses of the registered owner and put the photographs on

record.  IO is directed to prepare a detailed panchnama of the said vehicle

before releasing the same to the superdar.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

Intimation  be  sent  to  RTO  concerned  about  the  release  of

aforementioned vehicle on superdari.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



CC Nos. 2624/18, 549/19, 550/19 and 551/19
Rajesh Mahrotra Vs. Gagan Duggal

19.06.2020.

Present: Applicant/complainant  Rajesh  Mehrotra  with  ld.  counsel  Sh.  
M.N. Dudeja.

It  is  submitted  by  ld.  counsel  for  applicant/complainant  that

since the application moved by the accused for cancellation of process u/s

82 CrPC issued against him is already fixed for 24.06.2020, this application

may also be adjourned for the said date.

Heard.

In view of above and at request, be put up on 24.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



E-FIR No. 001159/20
PS Sarojini Nagar

State Vs. Ram Avtar Yadav

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Vaibhav Kumar, ld. counsel for applicant/accused.

No  reply  is  received  from  the  IO  till  date,  therefore,  let  an

explanation be called from him as to why necessary action be not taken

against him for non-compliance of order dated 15.06.2020.

Meanwhile, report be called from the SHO concerned directing

him to positively file the same on or before 20.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 44/18
PS Special Cell

State Vs. Vijay Kumar

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Kushdeep Gaur, ld. counsel for applicant/accused.

It  is  submitted  by  ld.  defence counsel  that  in  this  case,  the

charge-sheet has already been filed and the case file be summoned before

deciding the application in hand.

Heard.

Be put up on 22.06.2020.

Meanwhile, Ahlmad concerned is directed to produce the case

file on NDOH.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 17/20
PS Delhi Cantt

State Vs. Rinku @ Ranjeet

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh.  Manoj  Kr.  Saxena,  ld.  counsel  for  applicant/accused  
through phone.

Reply received.

It  is  submitted  by  ld.  defence counsel  that  in  this  case,  the

charge-sheet has already been filed and the case file be summoned before

deciding the application in hand.

Heard.

Be put up on 22.06.2020.

Meanwhile, Ahlmad concerned is directed to produce the case
file on NDOH.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 102/17
PS Parliament Street (EOW)

State Vs. Avdhesh Kr. Goel

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.

None  has  appeared  on  behalf  of  applicant/accused  despite

repeated calls.  It is already 2.50 pm.  Perusal of papers reveals that neither

the phone/mobile number nor e-mail id of ld. counsel for applicant/accused

is mentioned in the application in hand.   Further,  perusal  of  record also

reveals that the charge-sheet has already been filed in this case.  Therefore,

be put up on 22.06.2020.

Meanwhile, Ahlmad concerned is directed to produce the case

file on NDOH.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 79/17
PS Barakhamba Road (EOW)

State Vs. Avdhesh Kr. Goel

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.

None  has  appeared  on  behalf  of  applicant/accused  despite

repeated calls.  It is already 2.50 pm.  Perusal of papers reveals that neither

the phone/mobile number nor e-mail id of ld. counsel for applicant/accused

is mentioned in the application in hand.   Further,  perusal  of  record also

reveals that the charge-sheet has already been filed in this case.  Therefore,

be put up on 22.06.2020.

Meanwhile, Ahlmad concerned is directed to produce the case

file on NDOH.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 107/16
PS Barakhamba Road (EOW)

State Vs. Avdhesh Kr. Goel

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.

None  has  appeared  on  behalf  of  applicant/accused  despite

repeated calls.  It is already 2.50 pm.  Perusal of papers reveals that neither

the phone/mobile number nor e-mail id of ld. counsel for applicant/accused

is mentioned in the application in hand.   Further,  perusal  of  record also

reveals that the charge-sheet has already been filed in this case.  Therefore,

be put up on 22.06.2020.

Meanwhile, Ahlmad concerned is directed to produce the case

file on NDOH.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 398/17
PS Vasant Kunj South (EOW)

State Vs. Avdhesh Kr. Goel

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.

Reply received.

None  has  appeared  on  behalf  of  applicant/accused  despite

repeated calls.  It is already 2.50 pm.  Perusal of papers reveals that neither

the phone/mobile number nor e-mail id of ld. counsel for applicant/accused

is mentioned in the application in hand.   Further,  perusal  of  record also

reveals that the charge-sheet has already been filed in this case.  Therefore,

be put up on 22.06.2020.

Meanwhile, Ahlmad concerned is directed to produce the case

file on NDOH.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



E-FIR No. 000257/20
PS Sagarpur

19.06.2020.

Papers  put  up  before  me  being  Duty  MM,  on  an  application  for

release of mobile phone on superdari moved on behalf of the applicant.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply dated 16.06.2020 is on record, as per which, the IO has no

objection if the mobile phone in question is released on superdari to its registered

owner.

Therefore,  keeping  in  view  the  facts  and  circumstances,  the

concerned IO/SHO concerned is directed to release the mobile phone Realme

blue  colour,  IMEI  No.  86745504642535  case  property  to  the  registered

owner/lawful  owner after  due satisfaction and verification of  his  ownership and

residential address and on his furnishing a security bond in the sum of Rs.1,500/-.

IO is also directed to prepare the detailed panchnama of the case property after

taking its photographs from all corners before releasing the same from malkhana

and place the same on file along with negatives/CD for further purposes.  SHO is

directed to get the photographs of the mobile phone attested/countersigned from

the  complainant/IO  before  releasing  the  same.   Registered  owner/lawful

owner/applicant is directed that he will not dispose of the case property during the

pendency of the case and bring the same to the Court as and when directed.

Application is disposed of accordingly.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of the order be given dasti.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 009892/20
PS R.K. Puram

Vehicle No. DL9SAJ8230
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM on an application for

release of vehicle on superdari.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply received.

Submission heard.  Papers perused.

Let  the  vehicle  bearing  no.  DL9SAJ8230  be released to  the

registered owner on furnishing of superdarinama for a sum of Rs.40,000/- to

the satisfaction of the concerned IO/SHO.

Registered  owner  is  directed  not  to  sell  the  vehicle  without

permission of the Court and produce the same as and when required by the

Court.  He is also directed not to change the colour & shape of the vehicle.

IO/SHO is hereby directed to release the vehicle after verification of the RC.

IO/SHO  is  also  directed  to  get  the  vehicle  photographed  from  different

angles at the expenses of the registered owner and put the photographs on

record.  IO is directed to prepare a detailed panchnama of the said vehicle

before releasing the same to the superdar.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

Intimation  be  sent  to  RTO  concerned  about  the  release  of

aforementioned vehicle on superdari.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



E-FIR No. 004539/20
PS Sagarpur

Vehicle No. DL8CAL7430
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM on an application for

release of vehicle on superdari.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply received.

Submission heard.  Papers perused.

Let  the vehicle  bearing no.  DL8CAL7430  be released to the

registered owner on furnishing of superdarinama for a sum of Rs.5 lacs to

the satisfaction of the concerned IO/SHO.

Registered  owner  is  directed  not  to  sell  the  vehicle  without

permission of the Court and produce the same as and when required by the

Court.  He is also directed not to change the colour & shape of the vehicle.

IO/SHO is hereby directed to release the vehicle after verification of the RC.

IO/SHO  is  also  directed  to  get  the  vehicle  photographed  from  different

angles at the expenses of the registered owner and put the photographs on

record.  IO is directed to prepare a detailed panchnama of the said vehicle

before releasing the same to the superdar.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

Intimation  be  sent  to  RTO  concerned  about  the  release  of

aforementioned vehicle on superdari.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 158/20
PS Kishangarh

Vehicle No. HR55AE4713
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM on an application for

release of vehicle on superdari.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply received.

Submission heard.  Papers perused.

Let  the vehicle bearing no.  HR55AE4713  be released to the

registered owner on furnishing of superdarinama for a sum of Rs.4.50 lacs

to the satisfaction of the concerned IO/SHO.

Registered  owner  is  directed  not  to  sell  the  vehicle  without

permission of the Court and produce the same as and when required by the

Court.  He is also directed not to change the colour & shape of the vehicle.

IO/SHO is hereby directed to release the vehicle after verification of the RC.

IO/SHO  is  also  directed  to  get  the  vehicle  photographed  from  different

angles at the expenses of the registered owner and put the photographs on

record.  IO is directed to prepare a detailed panchnama of the said vehicle

before releasing the same to the superdar.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

Intimation  be  sent  to  RTO  concerned  about  the  release  of

aforementioned vehicle on superdari.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



E-FIR No. 011618/20
PS Delhi Cantt

Vehicle No. DL9SBY4300
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM on an application for

release of vehicle on superdari.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply received.

Submission heard.  Papers perused.

Let  the vehicle bearing no.  DL9SBY4300  be released to the

registered owner on furnishing of superdarinama for a sum of Rs.45,000/- to

the satisfaction of the concerned IO/SHO.

Registered  owner  is  directed  not  to  sell  the  vehicle  without

permission of the Court and produce the same as and when required by the

Court.  He is also directed not to change the colour & shape of the vehicle.

IO/SHO is hereby directed to release the vehicle after verification of the RC.

IO/SHO  is  also  directed  to  get  the  vehicle  photographed  from  different

angles at the expenses of the registered owner and put the photographs on

record.  IO is directed to prepare a detailed panchnama of the said vehicle

before releasing the same to the superdar.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

Intimation  be  sent  to  RTO  concerned  about  the  release  of

aforementioned vehicle on superdari.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 447/18
PS Vasant Kunj South

U/s 392/394/397/34 IPC
State Vs. Sandeep

Vehicle No. DL1ZA2996

19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM, on an application for

release of vehicle on superdari.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply received, as per which FIR No. 447/18 of PS Vasant Kunj

South is registered u/s 363 IPC and not u/s 392/394/397/34 IPC as alleged

by the applicant in the application.  Therefore, the application in hand is

dismissed being not maintainable.  However, the applicant is at liberty to

move a fresh application after mentioning correct details of the FIR.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 164/20
PS Vasant Kunj South

State Vs. Ashok Jonwal

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply of IO already on record.

Heard.  Perused.

In view of the aforesaid reply, let notice of the application be

given through IO to M/s Findoc Sons and M/s Checkers India, returnable

for 27.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 205/97
PS Connaught Place

State Cancellation

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh.  Rohit  Yadav,  ld.  counsel  for  applicant/accused  through  
phone.
Sh. Akram Khan, ld. counsel for complainant through phone.

On joint request, be put up for consideration on 22.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 54/18
PS Tuglak Road

State Vs. Sudhir Gupta

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh.  C.P.  Singh,  ld.  counsel  for  applicant/accused  through  
phone.

Reply  received,  as  per  which,  the  charge-sheet  has  already

been filed in this case.  Therefore, be put up with case file on 24.06.2020.

Meanwhile, Ahlmad concerned is directed to produce the case

file on NDOH.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



E-FIR No. 11941/20
PS Kishangarh

State Vs. Ashutosh Tripathi

19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM, on an application for

grant of regular bail u/s 437 CrPC moved on behalf of applicant/accused

Ashutosh Tripathi.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant/accused.

Reply received.

Heard.  Perused.

As per reply, the applicant/accused has not yet been arrested in

the case in hand.  Therefore, the application in hand is dismissed being not

maintainable.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 437/20
PS Sagarpur

Vehicle No. DL8SBB0773

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Siddhartha Singh, ld. counsel for applicant through phone.

Reply received.

On  request  of  ld.  counsel  for  applicant,  be  put  up  on

24.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 33/20
PS Connaught Place

Vehicle No. DL1PD5057
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM on an application for

release of vehicle on superdari.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
None for applicant.

Reply received.

Submission heard.  Papers perused.

Let  the  vehicle  bearing  no.  DL1PD5057  be  released  to  the

registered owner on furnishing of superdarinama for a sum of Rs.10 lacs to

the satisfaction of the concerned IO/SHO.

Registered  owner  is  directed  not  to  sell  the  vehicle  without

permission of the Court and produce the same as and when required by the

Court.  He is also directed not to change the colour & shape of the vehicle.

IO/SHO is hereby directed to release the vehicle after verification of the RC.

IO/SHO  is  also  directed  to  get  the  vehicle  photographed  from  different

angles at the expenses of the registered owner and put the photographs on

record.  IO is directed to prepare a detailed panchnama of the said vehicle

before releasing the same to the superdar.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

Intimation  be  sent  to  RTO  concerned  about  the  release  of

aforementioned vehicle on superdari.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 454/20
PS Naraina

State Vs. Rakesh
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM, on an application for grant of bail

u/s 437 CrPC moved on behalf of applicant/accused Rakesh.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Dharmender Kumar, ld. counsel for applicant/accused.

Reply received.

Arguments heard on the bail application.  Record perused.

It  is stated on behalf  of  applicant/accused that the widow mother of the

applicant/accused is ill and the applicant/accused is sole bread earner of his family.  That

the  applicant/accused  is  falsely  implicated  in  the  present  case  and  the  custodial

interrogation  of  the  applicant/accused  is  not  required.   It  is  further  argued  that  the

applicant/accused is in JC since 17.05.2020.  It is further mentioned that nothing has been

recovered from the possession of applicant/accused and if the recovery has been shown,

the same is planted one.  That the applicant/accused will not tamper evidence related to

the case.  With these submissions, ld. counsel for applicant/accused prays for the grant of

bail to the applicant/accused.

On the other hand, ld. APP for State strongly opposed the bail application

and prayed for the dismissal of the same.

Keeping in view the facts and circumstances of the case as well as the

submissions  made,  the  applicant/accused  is  admitted  to  bail  on  his  furnishing  bail

bond/surety bond in the sum of Rs.20,000/- with one surety in the like amount, subject to

the condition that he will appear on each and every date of hearing and shall not commit

an  offence  similar  to  the  offence  of  which  he  is  an  accused,  or  suspected,  of  the

commission of  is  suspected and shall  not  directly  or  indirectly  make any inducement,

threat or promise to any person acquainted with the facts of the case so as to dissuade

him from disclosing such facts to the Court or to any police officer or tamper with the

evidence.  Bail bond/surety bond furnished and accepted.

Release warrant be prepared accordingly.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 10883/20
PS South Campus

State Vs. Sumit Kumar

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Asheesh Raizada, ld. counsel for applicant.

Reply received,  perusal  whereof  reveals that  the same has again

been sent by SI Kuldeep Yadav, PS Chanakya Puri, requesting that the reply be

called from PS South Campus.  It  appears that the notice of the application in

hand was again sent to PS Chanakya Puri instead of PS South Campus, whereas

vide order dated 17.06.2020, reply was called from PS South Campus.  It appears

that the confusion has arisen since in the bail application itself, the name of the

police station has been mentioned to be Chanakya Puri, whereas as per the reply

received from PS Chanakya Puri,  the FIR No.  10883/20 in  respect  of  theft  of

vehicle in question was registered in PS South Campus and the applicant/accused

was only arrested by the police of PS Chanakya Puri and was produced before the

Court vide a kalandra u/s 41(1)(d) CrPC.  In view of these circumstances, let the

name of the police station be corrected to PS South Campus.

Further, another FIR bearing no. 10701/20 of PS South Campus is

also  registered  against  the  applicant/accused  in  the  case  in  hand  and  bail

application moved in the said FIR No. 10701/20 is also fixed for hearing for today

itself wherein a common reply to the bail application of applicant/accused in both

the FIRs i.e. 10883/20 and 10701/20 of PS South Campus has been filed by IO

HC  Sukh  Ram  Singh,  but  the  previous  involvement  record  of  the

applicant/accused has not been filed.  Therefore, let the same be called from the

IO with the direction to file the same separately for both the FIRs.

Be put up on 22.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 55/16
PS Barakhamba Road

State Vs. Navneet Bhadla

19.06.2020.

Papers put  up before me being Duty MM, on an application

moved on behalf  of  applicant/accused for  issuance of  robkar  to  the Jail

Superintendent concerned as the applicant/accused is on bail in this case.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Aman Gaurav, ld. counsel  for applicant/accused through  
phone.

Case file summoned.

Heard.  Perused.

Perusal  of  record  reveals  that  the  applicant/accused  was

granted bail vide order dated 18.08.2017.  Further, perusal of record also

reveals that the applicant/accused is on bail in this case.  Accordingly, the

applicant/accused be released, if not required in any other case.  Further,

the Jail Superintendent concerned is directed to inform about the NDOH i.e.

27.06.2020 to the applicant/accused.

Application is disposed off accordingly.

Copy of this order be sent to the Jail Superintendent concerned

for information and compliance.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 60/16
PS Barakhamba Road

State Vs. Navneet Bhadla

19.06.2020.

Papers put  up before me being Duty MM, on an application

moved on behalf  of  applicant/accused for  issuance of  robkar  to  the Jail

Superintendent concerned as the applicant/accused is on bail in this case.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Aman Gaurav, ld. counsel  for applicant/accused through  
phone.

Case file summoned.

Heard.  Perused.

Perusal  of  record  reveals  that  the  applicant/accused  was

granted bail vide order dated 18.08.2017.  Further, perusal of record also

reveals that the applicant/accused is on bail in this case.  Accordingly, the

applicant/accused be released, if not required in any other case.  Further,

the Jail Superintendent concerned is directed to inform about the NDOH i.e.

04.08.2020 to the applicant/accused.

Application is disposed off accordingly.

Copy of this order be sent to the Jail Superintendent concerned

for information and compliance.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 167/17
PS Barakhamba Road

State Vs. Navneet Badla @ Navneet Gaur
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM, on an application moved on

behalf of applicant/accused Navneet Badla @ Navneet Gaur for release him on

furnishing personal bond.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Aman Gaurav, ld. counsel for applicant/accused Navneet Badla @ 
Navneet Gaur through phone.

Case file summoned.

Heard.  Perused.

Perusal  of  record  reveals  that  vide  order  dated  12.02.2019,  the

applicant/accused was granted bail subject to his furnishing personal bond in the

sum of Rs.25,000/- with one surety of like amount.

The Court is mindful of the directions issued through Minutes of Meeting

dated 07.04.2020 through Video Conferencing under the Chairmanship of Hon’ble

Ms.  Justice  Hima  Kohli,  Judge,  High  Court  of  Delhi,  and  the  Executive

Chairperson, Delhi  State Legal Services Authority,  and the directions/guidelines

given by Hon’ble High Court of Delhi in the judgment titled as “Shobha Gupta Vs.

Union of India”, WP(C) No. 2945/20 dated 23.03.2020 owing to the pandemic

caused due to Covid-19.  Hence, this Court is of the considered opinion that the

applicant/accused be released on bail on furnishing  personal bonds in a sum of

Rs.25,000/- to the satisfaction of Ld. Jail Magistrate concerned.  The rest of the

conditions of the bail as per Section 437(3) CrPC shall remain same as according

to the previous order dated 12.02.2019.  Application is accordingly disposed off.

Copy of order be sent to the Ld. Jail Magistrate concerned and the Jail

Superintendent concerned for information and necessary records.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 137/20
PS Special Cell

State Vs. Pankaj Kumar

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. B.K. Singh, ld. counsel for applicant/accused through VC.

Ld. defence counsel wants to address arguments, but due to

network problem, arguments could not be heard.  Therefore, be put up for

arguments through VC on 23.06.2020.

Ld. defence counsel is also at liberty to file written arguments

through e-mail.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 109/19
PS Mandir Marg

State Vs. Wasim Akram @ Lambu

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh.  Om  Prakash,  ld.  counsel  for  applicant/accused  Wasim  
Akram @ Lambu.

Reply  received,  as  per  which,  the  charge-sheet  has  already

been filed in this case.  Therefore, be put up with case file on 23.06.2020.

Meanwhile, Ahlmad concerned is directed to produce the case

file on NDOH.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 0299/20
PS Kishangarh

State Vs. Sudershan Pusti

19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM, on an application for

grant of regular bail u/s 437 CrPC moved on behalf of applicant/accused

Sudershan Pusti.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh.  Satya  Ranjan  Swain,  ld.  counsel  for  applicant/accused  
through VC.

Reply received.

Arguments heard on the bail application.  Papers perused.

It  is  stated  by  ld.  defence  counsel  that  the  name  of  the

applicant/accused is not mentioned in the FIR and the applicant/accused

has  been  falsely  implicated  in  this  case.   That  in  another  FIR,  the

complainant failed to identify the applicant/accused during TIP proceedings

and  accordingly,  the  applicant/accused  was  discharged  in  that  case.

Further,  that  in  the  case  in  hand,  it  is  highly  improbable  for  the

applicant/accused to roam at a public place without  wearing a mask since

the entire country was under lockdown due to pandemic situation of Covid-

19 and this shows that the complainant has falsely and wrongfully identified

the applicant/accused.  It is further argued that the registration number of

scooty involved is also not mentioned in the FIR and that although Section

356 of  IPC has also been invoked, but no injury is stated to have been

suffered by the complainant.  That the applicant/accused is not required for

interrogation purpose and that he is ready to cooperate during investigation.

That  the  applicant/accused  will  not  tamper  evidence.   With  these

submissions, ld. counsel for applicant/accused prays for the grant of bail to

the applicant/accused.
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On the other hand, ld. APP for State strongly opposed the bail

application and prayed for the dismissal of the same.

Considering  the  gravity  of  allegations  imputed  against  the

applicant/accused  and  the  fact  that  he  has  been  identified  by  the

complainant  during  TIP,  this  Court  is  not  inclined  to  grant  bail  to  the

applicant/accused.  Further,  the contentions regarding false averments of

complainant in respect of identification of the applicant/accused during TIP

and false implication of the applicant/accused are matter of trial and cannot

be commented upon at this stage.  Moreover, the investigation in the case in

hand  is  at  initial  stages.   Therefore,  in  view  of  the  aforesaid  facts  and

circumstances, the bail application in hand is hereby dismissed.

Arguments  were  heard  through  VC  and  there  was  no

connectivity issue during the same.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 82/20
PS Kishangarh

State Vs. Ramakant Jha

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Ajit Singh Tomar, ld. counsel for applicant/accused through 
phone.

Reply received.

On request of ld. defence counsel, be put up on 25.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 348/20
PS Vasant Vihar

State Vs. Leelu @ Pritam
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM, on an application for

grant of bail u/s 437 CrPC moved on behalf of applicant/accused Leelu @

Pritam.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Ashok Gupta, ld. counsel for applicant/accused.

Reply received.

Written arguments also filed by ld.  defence counsel.   Papers

perused.

It  is stated by ld. defence counsel that the applicant/accused

has rather suffered injuries, but his MLC and x-ray reports have not been

placed on record by the IO and he has been falsely implicated in this case.

That earlier also bail  application of  the applicant/accused was moved by

him, however, the same was withdrawn by him.  That the applicant/accused

is the sole bread winner of the family and so, he may be released on bail.

On the other hand, ld. APP for State strongly opposed the bail

application and prayed for the dismissal of the same.

Original out-patient reference card and x-ray stated to be that of

applicant/accused have been produced, seen and returned.

Considering the facts and circumstances of the case and that

the applicant/accused is in custody since 14.06.2020, this Court is of the

view  that  no  useful  purpose  would  be  served  by  keeping  the

applicant/accused in custody since no recovery is to be effected from him.

Moreover,  trial  of  the  case  is  likely  to  take  long  time.   Therefore,  the

applicant/accused is admitted to bail on his furnishing bail bond/surety bond

in the sum of Rs.20,000/- with one surety in the like amount, subject to the 
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condition that he will appear on each and every date of hearing and shall

not commit an offence similar to the offence of which he is an accused, or

suspected,  of  the  commission  of  is  suspected  and  shall  not  directly  or

indirectly make any inducement, threat or promise to any person acquainted

with the facts of the case so as to dissuade him from disclosing such facts to

the Court or to any police officer or tamper with the evidence.

Bail bond/surety bond not furnished.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 325/20
PS Vasant Vihar

State Vs. Dinesh Kumar @ Chandu
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM, on an application for grant of

bail u/s 437 CrPC moved on behalf of applicant/accused Dinesh Kumar @ Chandu.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Vinod Kumar, ld. counsel for applicant/accused through phone.

Reply received.

Arguments heard on the bail application.  Papers perused.

It is stated by ld. defence counsel that the the applicant/accused has

nothing to do with the commission of alleged offence and was falsely arrested in this

case  on  03.06.2020.   That  nothing  has  been  recovered  from  the  possession  of

applicant/accused and if the recovery has been shown, the same is planted one.  That

the father of the applicant/accused is a heart patient and is living at his native place at

Tamilnadu.   That  there is  no chance of  absconding or  fleeing from justice by  the

applicant/accused.  With these submissions, ld. counsel for applicant/accused prays

for the grant of bail to the applicant/accused.

On  the  other  hand,  ld.  APP  for  State  strongly  opposed  the  bail

application and prayed for the dismissal of the same.

As  per  the  prosecution,  the  applicant/accused  is  seen  in  the  CCTV

footage while attempting to commit theft in the premises in question.  Further,  the

applicant/accused  is  stated  to  be  of  bad  character  as  per  the  police  records.

Therefore,  considering  the  grievousness  of  allegations  levelled  against  the

applicant/accused,  this  Court  is not  inclined to grant bail  to the applicant/accused.

Accordingly, the bail application is dismissed.

Papers be sent to the Court concerned.

Copy of order be given dasti.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 124/17
PS Barakhamba Road
Stage Vs. Dhruv Bagla

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Ms. Priti Singh, ld. counsel for applicant through VC.

Arguments heard.  Record perused.

At  this  stage,  it  has come to  notice that  as  per  order  dated

17.06.2020, case file pertaining to FIR No. 124/17 of PS Barakhamba Road

is stated to have been received, however, perusal of the record reveals that

the case file received is pertaining to case FIR No. 84/17 of PS R.K. Puram.

Accordingly, the concerned Ahlmad of PS Barakhamba Road is directed to

produce the case file of this case on 20.06.2020.

Official concerned is directed to send back the case file of FIR

No. 84/17 of PS R.K. Puram.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 10701/20
PS South Campus

State Vs. Sumit Kumar

19.06.2020.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. Asheesh Raizada, ld. counsel for applicant.

Joint reply to the bail applications in case E-FIR Nos. 10883/20

and 10701/20 PS South Campus received.

Perusal  of  papers  reveals  that  the  applicant/accused  was

arrested by the police of PS Chanakya Puri  vide a kalandra u/s 41(1)(d)

CrPC, whereas the E-FIR Nos. 10883/20 and 10701/20 pertain to PS South

Campus.  In the reply received today, the previous involvement record of the

applicant/accused  is  not  mentioned.   Therefore,  let  the  report  regarding

previous involvement of the applicant/accused be called from the IO with the

direction to file the same separately for both the FIRs.

Be put up on 22.06.2020.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020



FIR No. 88/19
PS Connaught Place

State Vs. Mohd. Salim
19.06.2020.

Papers put up before me being Duty MM, on an application for grant of bail

u/s 437 CrPC moved on behalf of applicant/accused Mohd. Salim.

Present: Ld. APP for State through VC.
Sh. S.K. Pandey, ld. counsel for accused Mohd. Salim through VC.

Case file summoned.

Reply received.

It is argued by ld. defence counsel that the charge-sheet has been filed and

the charge u/s 379/356/34 of IPC has already been framed against the applicant/accused.

That  the  applicant/accused  has  been  falsely  implicated  in  this  case  and  that  the

applicant/accused is suffering from breathing problems.  That nothing has been recovered

from the applicant/accused and if the recovery has been shown, the same is planted one.

That the applicant/accused is bread earner of his family.  That there is no chance that the

applicant/accused  will  threat  or  tamper  with  evidence.   That  the  applicant/accused  is

neither convicted nor wanted in any other criminal case.   With these submissions,  ld.

defence counsel prays for grant of bail to the applicant/accused.

On  the  other  hand,  ld.  APP  for  State  has  strongly  opposed  the  bail

application on the ground that the applicant/accused is habitual offender and is involved in

many other similar cases, therefore, he is not liable to be released on bail and prayed that

the bail application be dismissed.

Arguments heard.  Papers perused.

Pertinently,  vide  order  dated  14.01.2020,  the  bail  application  of  the

applicant/accused  has  already  been  dismissed.   As  such,  considering  the  gravity  of

allegations levelled against  the applicant/accused as well  as his  previous involvement

record, this Court is not inclined to release him on bail.  Accordingly, the bail application is

dismissed.

Copy of order be given dasti.

Papers be tagged in the case file.

(PRAGATI)
DMM/PHC/NDD

19.06.2020


